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ABSTRACT. The characteristic nuclear density distribution for light elements has 
been obtained by Gatha and Shah. Using this density distribution, the nucleonic nioinentum 
(bstributions have been obtained on the basis of the Thomas-Fermi-Woizsacker method for 
carbon and oxygen. Using these momentum distributions the proton energy spectra, resulting 
Iroin the inelastic scattering at 30° and 40° of 340 Mov protons by these elements, have 
been calculatod. Using the momontum distribution for carbon, the production ofilcienoies 
and tho meson energy spectra at 46°, 90° and 136°, resulting from tho photo-production ol 
mesons on carbon, have also been calculated.
I. I N T R O D U O T I O N
According to tho commonly accepted nuclear model, a nucleus is regarded 
as composed of nucleons. These nucleons are confined within the nuclear volume, 
The linear dimensions of such a nuclear region are of the order of 1 0 "^ ®cm. For 
fi nucleon confined in such a region there would be a corresponding uncertainty 
ill its momentum according to the uncertainty principle. The corresponding 
uncertainty in the kinetic energy of a nucleon can be estimated to be of the order 
of several million electron volts.
If the exact nuclear wave function is known for tho ground state of the 
nucleus, the corresponding nuclear momontum distribution can be determined 
lliroiigh the transformation of the same to momentum space. However, such 
a nuclear wave function cannot bo obtained at present for any complex nucleus. 
Tlierofore, it is necessary to obtain the nucleon momentum distribution by some 
appropriate approximation.
An approximate relation between the nuclear density distribution and 
nuclear momentum distribution is provided by the Thomas-Fermi method, as 
discussed by Coulson and March (1950). Some improvements of this method 
have been suggested by Plaskett (1953) as well as by Weizsacker (1935). An 
atiompt has been made in this investigation to provide an approximate three- 
dimensional form to tho Plaskett method on the basis of certain assumptions. 
The Thomas-Fermi method, the Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method and the 
iimdified Plaskett method have been tested for the determination of the nuclear 
momentum distribution assuming an isotropic harmonic oscillator potential. 
It has been found that the Thomas-Fermi-Weizsy<cker method provides the best
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results. The Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method has been used in the present 
investigation for determining the nuclear momentum distributions.
Using the characteristic nuclear density distribution for light elements, 
determined by Gatha and Shah, the corresponding nuclear density distributions 
for carbon and oxygen have been calculated and used in this investigation to 
determine their resx)ective nuclear momentum distributions.
The nuclear momentum distribution can be expected to affect significantly 
those nuclear reactions whore the interaction energy is comparable to the kinetic 
energy of the nucleon within the nucleus. Cladis, Hess and Moyer (1952) have 
observed the proton energy sjiectra for the nuclear inelastic scattering of 340 
Mev protons at 30” by carboji and at 40” by caibOn and oxygen. At the same 
time, McMillan, Peterson and White (1949), Steinberger and Bishop (1952), 
Peterson, Gilbert and White (1951) as well as Sargent Janes and Kraushaar (1954) 
have observed the pion energy spectra at fixed angles for carbon for the photo­
production by bremsstrahlung photons. Some estimates of jiion production 
efficiency have also been reported by some of the above workers. Jenkins, 
Luckey, Palfrey and Wilson (1954) as well as Luckoy (1955) have reported some 
observations on the pion produ(;tion officienny during the photo-production by 
carbon at certain energies.
The above cx^iorimental data have been so far correlated on the basis of some 
assuniefl luudear momentum distributions. Cladis cl al (1952) have used the 
Gaussian as well as the Chcw-Goldbevger distributions. They find that the 
latter distribution is inajiproxiriate while the former distribution, with a kinetic 
energy half-width of 14 to 19 Mev, is (piito suitable for this purpose. Wolff 
(1952) has correlated the same data on the basis of Chew-Goldberger (1950), Fermi, 
(1936) as well as Gaussian nuclear momentum distributions. He concludes that 
the Gaussian nuclear momentum distributions, with a kinetic energy half-width 
of 12 to 20 Mev, ajipear appropriate for this purpose. Lax and Feshbach (1951), 
on the other hand, claim to have reasonably correlated some experimental data 
on the photo-production of positive pions on carbon by using the Ohew-Goldborger 
distribution.
The puriiose of the jiresent investigation has been to correlate the abovii 
experimental data on the basis of the nuclear momentum distributions determined 
from the characteristic nuclear density distribution of Gatha and Shah through 
the Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method. For this purpose, the theoretical methods 
developed by Wolff (1952) as well as Lax and Feshbach (1951) have been employed 
for correlating the respective experimental data with these nuclear momentum 
distributions.
Therefore, it is concluded that the characteristic nuclear density distribution 
for light elements, determined by Gatha and Shah, provides at least approximate 
nuclear momentum distributions for such elements.
IL N U C L E A R  M O M E N T U M  D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
A. Characteristic nuclear density distribution
A characteristic nuclear density distribution can be defined by p(r) =  p(f), 
where p{r) is the nucl ar donsitj'  ^ distribution for any particular element, while 
p{r) is the nuclear density distribution for all elements, with r representing the 
radial distance from the nuclear centre and r =  rA~^f^. Gatha and Shah have 
determined an improved characteristic nuclear density distribution by elimi­
nating the effects of the higher Born approximations on the nuclear scattering 
of 340 Mev protons. This characteristic nuclear density distribution is given by
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p(f) =  OCiP ( 1)
whore oCi =  0.12 X 10®®cm~^
yffi =  8.62xl02»cm-2
yff3==0.44xl0‘^«cm-2
oc 3 — 0.25 X 10®®cm“ ;^ 
/?2 =  1.09xl02«cm-2; 
/i4^0.13xl05'Vm-4.
This p(f) for light elements, showji in figure 1, has been used in tlie present investi 
uatiou.
r X 1013 (cm)
Fig. 1. Characteristic nuclear density distribution for light nuclei.
B. Thomas-fermi method
A simple relation between the spherically symmetric nuclear density distri­
bution p[r) for proton or neutron, normalised to the number of particles ^ , and
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the corresponding nuclear maximum momentum distribution within the
nuclouB is given by Coulson and March (1950) as
1
(2)
Defining I{p)dp as the probability of one nucleon having its absolute momen- 
turn between p  and p-{-dp, one can write
r{p)
I{p)dp ~  I r^{p)^9{^)  ^ 4.7Tr^ dr (3)
where I^{p)dp is the probability of the nucleon at r having its absolute magni- 
tude of momentum between p  and p-\-dp, and r{p) has to bo determined from 
the function p^(r). Substituting Ir{p) dp and p(r) in equation (II, 3), one finds
=  : (4)371%^ ' N  ■ ^
March (1954) has tested the validity of the Thomas-Fermi method for the 
nuclear problem by assuming an isotropic harmonic oscillator nuclear potential. 
He finds that there is a close agreement for medium and heavy nuclei, while the 
method needs some improvement for light nuclei. He further points out that 
I{p), obtained by this method, is particularly unreliable for very small and very 
large momenta.
I t  may bo noted that, for a characteristic nuclear density distribution, one 
can rewrite equation (II, 4) to have
(5)
C. Thomaa-Fermi-WeizsdeJeer method
Weizsacker’s method, for a single type of particle without spin, can be derived 
from the variation principle
* i ( ( 6 )6M ^ ' 8M
where p is the particle density and V is the potential energy. I t  may be noted 
that the last term alone represents the correction introd\icod by Weizsacker. 
The corresponding Euler][equation gives
4M  p 4- SM
where E  is the Lagrange multiplier of the dimensions of energy. 
Plaskett (1953), using a more fundamental_^analysis, obtains
2M  ^ ^ ^  m r f  m
(7)
( 8 )
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Ballinger and March (1954) have tested both these methods by cojnparing 
the particle density given by them for an oscillator potential with the exact 
density for the same. They indicate that the Weizsiickor method provides the 
ajjpropriate behaviour for the density for small as well as largo distances. I t  
may, therefore, bo expected that the Weizsacker method may provide an appro­
priate behaviour for I{p) for small as well as large momenta. Therefore the 
Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method has been used in the present investigation 
for determining the nuclear momentum distributions from the nuclear density 
distributions.
The Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method for the nuclear problem, in three 
dimensions, can bo derived from the variation principle
D/3
+ m pp
+  n
Pn j J
(9)
whore pp and pjy are the proton and neutron densities. Following Gombas 
(1952), it will be assumed that pp =  — p/2 . Thus one has
d ( 10)
Thus the above equation can be written as
d I F{p, p')df =  0
where,
... ( i r
5M \27rl ^  m  p
The Euler equation for suoh a variation principle can be written as
dF f
1
\ - W
3(VP) J
( 12)
where E  appears as the Lagrange multiplier of the dimensions of energy. In 
the Thomas-Fonni-Weizsticker formalism, E  can be regarded as the maximum 
effective nucleonic energy within the nucleus. This assumption, which has no 
clear theoretical justification, has been empirically found to improve upon the 
Thomas-Fermi method in respect of the nuclear momentum distribution. Assum- 
ijig F to be independent of any small variation of p, as well as considering p and 
F spherically symmetrical, one can write
[ (37rT W '*+ | - f  7 " F  -  (1®)
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The above may be used, along with equation (II, 3) to determine the 
shapes of the nuclear momentum distributions. Such nuclear momentum distri- 
butions require suitable renormalization, as is no longer connected with
p(r) through the equation (II, 2).
D- Plaskett method
The Thomas-Fermi method, in one dimeusion, has been sought to be replaced 
by Plaskett (1953). I t  has not been possible for him to obtain a three dimensional 
form. In analogy with Plaskett’s method in one dimension, an approximate 
relation in three dimensions has been set up in this investigation.
The Schrodiiiger equation in three dimensions is given by
( U )
where gij) — E —V{f). One may now require that the solution of the above 
equation has the form
f
... (,r.)
Substiiliting tlie solution given m equation (1 1 , 15) into equation (IT, 14) aiul 
separating the real and the imaginary jiarts, one obtains the simultaneous equa­
tions
A ^, P -\ 2P. =  0 ... (ifi)
2Mg =  P “ -  W-t^AIA ... (17)
One may note that
... (18)
which by equation (II, 16) loads to
... (19)
Substituting equation (II, 19) into equation (IT, 17) one has
(20)
Applying the above equation to the motion of the nucleon with the highest energy, 
one may require that it should revert to the Thomas-Fermi relation when P is a 
slowly varying function of r. By using equation (II, 2 ), one has
pa =  (37T»fe«)2V'® ... (2 1 )
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Thua a coixnection can be establiahed between the magnitude of P and p . , How- 
(iver, this does not give any information regarding the directional properties of
P. Therefore, it is not possible to make use of equation (II, 20) directly.
One may make a simplifying assumption that P varies slowly in direction. 
To introduce tliis assumption one can rewrite (II, 16) as
V . {A^P)  =  0
One may also note that
■ ( ? ) = V . /i =  0
(22)
(23)
^viierc is a unit vector in the direction of P, provided the directional variation of 
n IS slow as assumed Comparing equation (II, 22) with equation (II, 23), one 
(iiii write A =  CP~^ where C is an undetermined constant.
Substituting the value of A and P'^  into equation (n, 17) are replacing 2Mg 
))y one obtains
Pm ^  P~-fPP^^{P-i‘) ... (24)
Substituting into equation (11, 24) from equation (II, 21) and considering p and P 
spherically symmetrical, one obtains
Pm ^ ,2/3 I fi_3r p
Ip ' Y
30 \ p I 0 p \ ... (25)
whore p' and p" are the first and the second radial derivatives of p respectively.
The above pj^r) may be used along with the equation (11, 3) to determine the 
nuclear momentum distributions. Such nuclear momentum distributions would 
also require ronormaliziirion as mentioned before.
11. Application to isotropic harmonic oscillalor
The nuclear density distribution, used in the present investigation, is similar 
in form to the particle density distribution in an isotropic harmonic oscillator 
l)otential. Therefore it is advisable to teat the applicability of the various methods 
for determining the nuclear momentum distributions by considering such an iso­
tropic harmonic oscillator. Such tests can be carried out because it is possible 
to calculate the particle density distribution as well as the corresponding particle 
momentum distribution exactly in tliis instance,
March (1954) has carried out such tests for the Thomas-Ferrai method by 
considering 2 0 , 6 8  and 92 protons or neutrons. Since only carbon and oxygen 
nuclei have been tested in the present investigation, only 6  or 8 protons or neutrons 
need be considered in this connection. Since the case of 8 protons or neutrons 
n^ ould provide completed shells, only such a case has been treated here for simpli-
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city. The Thomas-Fermi method, the Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method 
and the modified Plaskett method have also been tested,
Morse and Feshbach (1953) have given, for an isotropic harmonic oscillator, 
the expression for (r, 0). Similarly Morse and Feshbach(1953) have also
given the corresponding exxiression for Xnim {P^  0)- Both these expressions
needed some small corrections for proper normalization. Using such con‘ected 
expressions and taking Pnim (r, <9, 0) =  I ^nim (^> 0) I® and (p, 0, <j>) =
^^ P^ I Xnim ip’ 0) ^aie has in terms of diemensionless quantities,
I
f „ rr I ^ ^ ..tnlmi^’ 0, 0 ) “  2  I w I j! t e ^
/ n   1  \
\ 2 “  2 “  2 j !
7T^ (Z —1 W I )!
Vnlm(s,0,<j>) == 2 (2*+l) (qrfm|)i
(^  +  L ■ 
\ 2 ’ 2 +1 )]■
L in {Prw}* •.. (26)
L 71 l l 2 2 2 J
1 1\
U 2 / !
c2Z+2a—02
\ rL H I * ' ] ']■
i5  ^ e
*+4 -1 a ,
X L„ - (27)
n 1 1
^ 2 5 2 J
whore t — pW, s =  pjkp^, with /? — ilfco/fe where M  the nucleon mass and w 
the classical frequency for the oscillator potential. Also i„l„^ {t, 6,  0) =  
(njpY'‘^Pnim (»•. 9, 0) and («, 9, </>) =  (fe/4) (p, 9, (4), where n =  cos 9.
Further, L represents the Laguerre function of the corresponding orders as dis­
cussed by Morse and Feshbach. In order to obtain purely radial expressions, 
it is necessary to average over angular variations. Allowing for two spin orienta­
tions, this leads to
/ w _ £ _ l \  p  l-\-\ • - ^ 2
[rir+F'ir L -I
/n i 1 \ I p  4+1 - 1  i
r i i + ‘, + i ) V  L  ; - i - i  J
=  f— —1— \ n
(28)
(29)
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In case of 8 particles only the terms for n — I, I = 0 and n = 2 , l  :=^ I are 
necessary. For both cases, one gets =  7ri/ 2  and — 37t*/4 . Substituting 
the above values into equatioiis (11, 28) and (11, 29) and allowing for (2i+l) dege­
neracy for values of m, one has for all the 8 particles.
f ( 0 - p - « “(2-h4<“)
7j{s) = p-B‘^s\2~\-^s^)
(30)
(31)
The dimensionless total density |  {t) for 8 particles, shown in figure 2, roughly 
similar in form to the characteristic nuclear density of Gatha and Shah as shown
Fig. 2. Dnnensionloas nuclear deuHity diHlnbution for eight purticloa in an iHotro]iic 
hai'monio oscillator iioiential.
m figure 1. This similarity makes the case of the isotropic harmonic oscillator 
potential useful for testing the applicability of the various methods for the deter­
mination of the of the nuclear momentum distributions.
Using Thomas-Formi method, one has from equation (II, 4) for all the 8 
particles
One has to determine t(s) by using equation (II, 1) in the form
(32)
( 3 3 )
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DmieiiBionlriBH iiuolo.ii luom enium  distnlmtiOTi fo r oi^rhi, parliclos in an 
iHOtropio hiifinonio oscilJator potonCm).
Toji arrow V ■ By exaoL melhorl.
Middlo loft anow ; V '^ F. '• By 'rhomaR-Kernii method.
Middle n^ht nrrow Vji . By jilnakel-t melhod 
Bottom arrow : V'/' \p. : By 1’homas-Kermi-WoizBaikoi molliod.
Substituting for l(t) from equation (TT, 30) into equation (11,33) t(s) has been 
obtained graphically. Using this <(,f), f]rp jfXft) has been determined from equation 
(II 32). This 7}^ , {s) has been shown in figure 3 for comparison with the exact
Using Thomas-Uermi-Woizsackor method, one has from equation (11, 3) for 
all the 8 jiarticles
t[8)
i(t) tHt (34)
where from equation (II, 13), one has
| | 9 } ' - 4 { 5 5 ) . . . „
Similarly using Plaskett method, one has again from equation (II, 3) fr all 
the 8 particles
(^*) -
... (36)
where from equation (II, 25), one has
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.== [{ 37Tif(()) _  7 f |'( ( )V  
38 I I (0 1 0 I 1 ( 0  i \t  \ li ( o
(37)
From these equations pp (^ ) and Sp{t) were determined by substituting for 
from equation (II, 30). The limits t\s) for both cases were determined graphically 
from the corresponding implicit equations (IT, 35) and (II, 37). The determi­
nation of Vt Vp{^ ) were determined gre.phioally from
equation (II, 34) and (II, 36) respectively and the same were renormalized as 
indicated before Both pp.(s) and rip{s) have been shown in figure 3 along 
with 7ij,.p.{s) for comparison with the exact »/(5) determined before.
I t  is clear from figure 3 that 'ri2’'-F.i^ ) ^ very good approximation to f;(fi).
The deviations are paiticularly apparent both for small and large values of a os 
can bo expected. I t  is also clear that 7jp{s) deviates even more from i](«) at such 
values of s. On the other hand, r),p p (^.s-) is closer to i)(«) for such value of s. For 
other values of a, however it is rather difficult to jirefer any one approximation 
over others. Therefore the behavioui of those approximations for large and 
small values of « has been used as a criterion for selection. The Thomas-Fermi- 
Woizsacker method is regarded a somewhat suxierior to others for determining the 
niomcnturn distribution from the density distribution, of an isotropic harmonic 
oscillator. Since the nuclear density distribution of Gatha and Shah is of a similar 
form as the density disti ibution for the isotropic harmonic oscillator, the Thomas- 
Fermi-Weizasacker method has boon used, in the present investigation for doter- 
niining the nuclear momentum distributions.
F. Nuclear momentum distributions for carbon and oxyyen.
The nuclear momentum distributions for carbon and oxygen have been deter­
mined, by using the Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method, from the corresponding 
nuclear density distributions obtained from the characteristic nuclear density 
distribution given in equation ^ (II, 1). Since such density distributions pertain 
to nucleons, one has to modify the exjiression for the maximum momentum 
distribution 'p^ Sx) of equation (II, 13), so as to account for the two isotopic spin 
states of the nucleons. The expression for p^{r) now becomes
... (38)
It may be noted that, in this method, p,„(r) is not characteristic although p(f) 
n characteristio. Substituting for p(r) from equation (IT, 1), p jx )  was explicitly 
' alculated for carbon as well as oxygen.
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In  the above notation one can rewrite the expression for nuclear momentum 
distribution 1 (^ 3) from equation (IE, 3) as
r(p)
T(p) =  l27Tp^  [ -  - f? dr (39)
Using p(r) of equation (IT, 1 ) and Pm{f) as determined before, the momentum 
distributions Idv) and I q{p ) for carbon and oxygen respectively were calculated 
by performing the necessary integrations graphically. I t  may be noted that these 
nuclear momentum distributions have to be normalized to unity. Suitable re- 
normalisations, to this effect, were carried out by multiplying with appropriate 
normalization constants. Both I^{p) and I q{p ) have been shown in figure 4.
p X 10-14 (gm. oni. aeo“i).
Fjg. 4. Nucloar momentum distributiona for carbon and oxygen.
—► : Jo : For oxygon. ; Jc : For carbon.
These p^{f) have been used in the present investigation to correlate the ex­
perimental data, foi* carbon and oxygen, on the nuclear inelastic scattering of higli 
energy protons and the photo-production of positive pions.
III. N U C L E A R  I N E L A S T I C  S C A T T E R I N G  OF  H I G H  
E N E R G Y  P R O T O N S
The proton energy spectra at 30® for carbon and at 40“ for carbon and oxygen 
resulting from the nuclear inelastic scattering of 340 Mev protons from these 
elements, have boon observed by Cladis et al (1952). Serber (1947) has proposed 
a model for the nuclear interactions of high energy nucleons, wherein such
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eii counters arc treated as a series of nucleon-nucleon interactions. For treating 
such problems, Fermi (1936) first proposed the impulse approximation. Chew
(1950) has later elaborated the concepts behind this approximation. On the basis 
of the above approximation Wolf (1952) has developed an expression for the scatter­
ing cross-section (t{T  ^ 0) for the nuclear scattering of high energy protons. 
Following Cladis et al (1952) this can bo simply wr-itten as
dp
~p ... (3.1)
where M  =  nucleon mass,
A =  nuclear mass number,
I{p) =  Anp^N{p) — nuclear momentum distribution,
P =  incident nucleon momentum,
Q =  scattered nucleon momentum,
~  average free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross section at the 
angle 6 for the incident energy E,
T  =  scattered nucleon kinetic energy.
The lower limit K  for the above integral has been given by Wolff (1952) as
K  =  [2(Pa-PQ cos (9)-2{(P2_g2)(p2_|.g2_2PQ cos 6')}4]i ... (3.2)
The nuclear momentum distributions, determined above, have been used 
to correlate the experimental data of Cladis et al (1952) on the proton energy 
spectra resulting from the nuclear inelastic scattering of 340 Mev protons by 
carbon and oxygen. Inserting the values of I^ip) and Io{p) in equation (II, 39), 
taking (Tj^ {p) as per Wolff (1952) and calculating K from equation (11, 38), tTg 
(7’, 30“), cTc(P, 40“) and <Tq{T, 40°), for carbon and oxygen as indicated, have 
been calculated through graphical integration procedures. The observed proton 
energy spectrum at 30° for carbon is shown in figure 5, while the observed proton 
energy spectra a t 40“ for carbon and oxygen are shown m figure 6 . The theoretical 
(iurve for (T i^T, 30°) has also been shown in figure 5. Similarly, the theoretical 
curves for (Tc{T, 40°) and o'„(7’, 40°), have been shown in figure 6 . All the theoretic 
cal energy spectra have been shifted along both scales to give the best agreement 
with the corresponding experimental energy spectra.
I t can be seen from figures 5 and 6 that the agreement between the theoretical 
and the experimental proton energy spectra is about as reasonable as that given 
by the Gaussion distribution used by Wolff (1952) as well as by Cladis et al (1952). 
However, the peaks in the theoretical spectra, determined in this investigation, 
are somewhat narrower than those given by the Gaussian distribution. The 
shapes of such peaks are determined by the nature of the nuclear momentum 
distributions for very low momenta. At the same time the theoretical spectra, 
determined in this investigation, deviate slightly more from the experimental 
spectra than in the cose of the Gaussian distribution for very small and very
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0 300100 200
T(Mev).
Fig, 5. Kelativo proton energy hjieetra. at 30" Hcatienng angles from 343 Mev 
prolons on carbon.
-V • o-,. Theoretical energy hpectiMim. +  ‘ Experimental energy .spectrum.
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Jarge T. The shapes of the theoretical spectra, for such extremal regions, are 
determined by the nature of the nuclear momentum distributions for very large 
momenta. I t  may be noted that all approximate statistical methods, including 
the Thomas-Fermi-Weizsacker method, for determining the nuclear distribution 
from the nuclear density distribution are somewhat unreliable for very low and 
very high momenta. Those deviations can, therefore, be presumably ascribed 
ro the failure of the statistical methods for determining the nuclear momentum 
distributions. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the characteristic nuclear 
density distributions, determined by Gatha and Shah, provides reasonable nuclear 
momentum distributions from the point of view of the proton energy spectra 
fosulting from the nuclear inelastic scattering of 340 Mov protons by light 
elements.
IV. N U C L E A R  I' H O 0 -  P K O U U C T ] 0 N OF IT 1 GII  
E N E Jt G Y r  J O N S
McMillan et al (1949), Stemberger and J3ishop(1952), Peterson et al (1951) 
as well as Sargent Janes and Karushaar (1954) have observed the pioii energy 
,s[)0ctra at certain definite angles for carbon for the photo-production by brems- 
strahlung photons. Attention has been concentrated, in this investigation on 
the pion cneigy spectra and ])ioii production efficiency for the photo-production 
of high energy positive pious by carbon. »Some estimates of pion production 
oific.ieiicy have also been reported by some of the above workers. Jenkins et al 
(1954) as well as Luckey (1955) have reported some observations on the pion 
production efficiency during the photo-production by carbon at ertain photon 
energies. Those observed nuclear reactions can be expected to depend on the 
nuclear momentum distributions of the elements concerned. Comparing th e , 
iHirrected charged pion energy spectrum at 90'’ lor carbon due to Peterson et al. 
with the positive pion energy spectrum at 90'’ for carbon duo to fcJargent Janes 
and Hraushaar, one finds that the two spectra are considerably inconsistent. 
Ill this circumstance, it is natural to place more reliance on the results of electrical 
Tiieasiirements than on the results of photo-graphic measurements. Therefore, 
the pion energy spectra, due to McMillan et al and Peterson et al, have been dis­
regarded in this investigation. Consequently, the positive pion energy spectrum 
ill' Ob'* for carbon, duo to Sargent Janos and Hraushaar has been considered for 
theoretical interpretation in this investigation. This energy spectrum, as pomted 
cut by Sargent Janes and Kraushaar, give practically no piona below about 8 
M(*.v pion kinetic energy. I t is suspected that this may be due to some systematic 
ciror of this magmtude in their energy determination. Therefore, this energy 
»pectrum has been shifted towards lower pion kinetic energies by about 8 Mev 
brio re comparing the same with the corresponding theoretical energy spectrum 
ui figure 7 . Observations have been made for 2 0 0  Mev, 235 Mev and 265 Mev
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Fi(?. 7. roeitive pion enorgy Hpcotm at 1)0“ for tho phot-o-produot-iun on carbon by 
326 Mev JiromRstralilting photons.
—> : Qc (Lax) : Theorotical energy apoc trum of Lax and Fealibaoh.
: Qc' Present theoretical energy spectrum.
$  : Experimental energy apeetrum,
phoioiiB by Jenkins ei ul as well as Luckey for the production efficiencies fgr tho 
photo-production of positive pions by carbon. From these observations, tho 
differential photo-production cross section for liydrogen, the integrated
^photo-production (‘.rose section <7^  for the sauio and the angular photo-production 
efficiency e{0) for carbon are considered relevant. The differential photo-pro­
duction cross section per proton for carbon was calculated at various angles 
by multiplying <Tji{0) with the corresponding e(0). Tho probable errors on (Tc{0) 
have been estimated by taking the same fractional errors as shown on their direct 
measurements of 0). Tho probable errors on 0 have also been given by them. 
Then obtained above, were graphically integrated after drawing smootli
curves through their plots against cos {0) in tho centre of mass system. Finally, 
the production efficiencies t for positive pions for carbon were calculated at these 
energies by dividing <Tc by tho corresponding values of (Tjj. These values of e at 
2 0 0  Mev, 235 Mev, and 265 Mev, together with their probable errors, are shown 
in figure 8 for comparison with the theoretical expression for e at such energies.
The theorotical analysis for tho nuclear photo-production of positive pions 
by Hayakawa (1951) as well as Lax and Feshbaoh (1951) has been based only 
on formal expressions for the nuclear photo-production of pions by hydrogen, 
independent of any specific form for the same. Consequently, the theoretical
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analysis by Hayakawa has been based on certain assumptions regarding the ini­
tial and final nuclear states. He has used the Fermi nuclear momentum distri- 
liution only. Lax and Feshbach have carried out their analysis by using the
Fig. 8. Positive pion photo-produetjon officieneiee for earbon.
Ujiper arrow : e : Present theoretical elfiojency.
TjOwoi arrow : c : (Lax) : Theoretical oinoienoy of Lax and Feshbach.
4>; Experiment.'!] efficionoy,
closni o approximation. The theoretical considerations of Hayakawa as well as 
Lii.\ and Feshbach load to similar rosults, except lor the dilferences pointed out by 
Mai'shak (1952). However, the theoretical analysis due to Lax and Feshbach 
can be applied to any nuclear momentum distribution as illustrated by them, 
rionsoipiently, the theoretical analysis of Lax and Feshbach has been used lu the 
])rosent investigation.
Lax and Feshbach (1951) have expressed the relative differential cross 
section as a function of photon and pion energies, for the nuclear photo-production 
of ])ositive pions, in tho dimensionless form
=  (/V ~  i^ o)/vo (^-1 )
vhore the expression (^Vq,/^o) given by
a-\-b
i«o) =  [  p ( k ) k  d k
(6 —o) or (a®—6®)*
In these expressions they have taken fe =  C =  1  and also the pion rest mass 
3
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fi =  \. In these units M  represents the xiucleaon rest energy, while Vq and 
represent the photim and the pion energies respectively. At the same time, 
V and // represent the photon and the pion momenta respectively. Further, p(/c) 
represents the nuclear momentum distribukon. When the incident radiation 
is a bremssti’ahlung spectriiin /(vp) one can obtain the relative differential cross 
section, as a function of ])ion energy, by integrating over such a spectrum. Thus 
one has
'^ tmx
r / W  =  J f/(Vo,/*o)./(r«)fiv„ ... (4.3)
where is the maximum photon energy for the bremsstrahlnng spectrum. 
According to Marsliak (1952), one can use the simple expression,/(Vp) — 1/vp 
(Since only the relative values of a^ ’e calculated from ecpiation (IV, 3 ),
normalization of /(vp) becomes unnecessary.
Using such a bremssti’ahlung spectrum with — 2.35, Lax and Foshbach
(1951) have caic.ulated f/(//,p) at 90° for carbon oji the basis of the Chevv-Goldbergei’ 
nuclear mojiieiitinn distribution. (Since this theoretical (/(//p) is only relative, 
it wiis suitably normalized ami (joinjiared with the corresponding exiierimental 
positive pion energy spectrum of (Steinborger and Bishop (1952). A reasonable 
agreement was obtained between the theoretical and the experimental pion 
energy spectra. Tins thcoi’etioal pion kinetic energy T  — 1 ) expressed
ill Mev, has been sliown m figure 7. Lax and Feshbaeh have expressed the positive 
pioii production officLenc-y, as a function of photon energy, in the form
c(vp) =  f v(k) (Ik ... ,(4.4)
I V -1- I <  [ 2Jf(Vp -  l)Ji
where k represents the nuclooiiie momentum withm the nucleus in this units. 
■The production efficiency can bo expressed by
'^ max
J /(Vp) C/Vp
(4.5)
whore o'^ (Vp) is the cioss section, per unit photon energy interval at iip, for the photo- 
production of positive pious by hydrogen. The monochromatic jiGsitivo pion 
production efficiency e(v«), due to Lax and Foshbach, has been shown in figure 8, 
after reducing the same to half as required by (Steinherher and Bishop,
The theoretieal jioHitive pion energy specti’urn at 90° and the positive pion 
production efficiency, for the photo-iiroduction by carbon, have been obtained 
ill this mvostigation on the basis of Idp), determined before, from the theoretical 
expressions for the same given by Lax and Feshhach. has been obtained
for carbon from I  dp) by using the relation Ndv) ™ ^c{p)l^7rp^- Using a trans­
formation p — pek, where p is the pion rest mass, pdh) has been obtained from 
the relation pdk) — {pc)  ^N^p)*
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Substituting pe{k) into equation (IV, 2 ) and introducing the result into 
equation (IV, 1  ^ and performing the necessary integration graphically, j7o(vo, Po) 
have been determined, for various values of //o, for each of a set of values of Vo. 
Next with the bromsstrahlung spectrum defined b y /(v j =  l/v„ and =  2.32, 
f/i(/^ o) IIS'S been calculated as a function of Vo. Next, {/^ (T) was obtained by taking 
pion kinetic energy T  =  and converting T  to Mov. Since this g^T)
is only relative, it has been suitably renormalized and shown in figure 7. I t  can 
be seen from figure 7 that the tlieorotical positive pion energy spectrum, based 
on the present nuclear momentum disti'ibutiou, reasonably agrees with the corres­
ponding experimental positive pion eiirgy spectrum. Further, g^T) have also 
lieon determined for carbon, at 45° and 135°. T'hoso have been shown in figure 
1) Oil an arbitrary scale.
Fig. 9. TheorftiioaJ positive pion cnoigy Riieelm iit 4Tj® and 135® for the ]ihoto- 
produotion on carbon by 326 Mov Hremsstrahlung photons.
Uiipor arrow : flr<.(46°). Lower arrow : ^c(135°).
Substituting p^k) into equation (IV,4) and performing the necessary inte­
gration graphically, the positive pion iiroduction efficiency ec(vo) for carbon has 
heon calculated as a function of v<,. This M ,  after reducing the same to haK 
as per the prescription of Stoinberger and Bishop, has been shown in figure 8 with 
the experimental values derived before. I t  can be seen from figure 8 that the 
theoretical pion production efficiency for carbon, based upon the pi’esent nuclear 
momentum distribution, roughly agrees with the experimental pion production 
efficiency.
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C O N C L U S I O N
The nuclear momentum distributions for light elements can be obtained from 
the characteristic nuclear density distribution on the basis of an empirically 
reasonable method. Such nuclear momentum distributions can be used for 
reasonable correlations of the available experimental data on the inelastic nuclear 
scattering of high energy protons as well as the nuclear photo-productioii of 
positive pions by such light elements. Since the theoretical analysis, in each 
case, has been based on several plausible assumptions and the experimental data 
contain large errors, it is not possible to discriminate unambiguously between 
the present momentum distributions and the other proposed nuclear momentum 
distributions. However, it can be safely concluded that the theoretical deduc­
tions, provide at least as good agreement with experimental results as given by 
any of the proposed nuclear momentum distributions. These conclusions, 
therefore, further justify the validity of the cdiaractoristic nuclear density distri­
bution for light elements employed in the present investigation.
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